HISTORY OF THE LABEL

2004
Creation of the label and first vinyl.

2007
The Groove Sessions Vol. 1.

2008
Asia Tour
(Chinese Man: China, Indonesia, Philippines, etc...)

2011
- Chinese Man's first album: Racing With The Sun (double gold disc).
- Deluxe joins CMR. First disc: Polishing Peanuts

2012
South America Tour
(Chinese Man: Brazil, Colombia ...)

2013
Taiwan MC joins CMR. First disc: Heavy This Year

2014
Label 10 Years Tour
(Chinese Man + Deluxe)
15 Zeniths at spring 2014.

2015
Scratch Bandits Crew joins CMR.
First disc: Stereo 7.

2017
- Baja Frequencia joins CMR. First disc: Catzilla.
- Youthstar joins CMR. First disc: SA.MOD.
- South America Tour (Taiwan MC: Colombia, Mexico, Belize ...)

2018
- Matteo joins CMR. First disc: Scaglia.
- Shikantaza Tour (120 shows)
- USA & Canada Tour : 15 shows (Chinese Man: New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, Washington, Boston, Vancouver, Montreal, Toronto...)

2019
- ASM joins CMR. First disc: Color Wheel.
- Rumble joins CMR. First disc: Enemy Lines.
- South America Tour (Baja Frequencia: Colombia, Argentina, Chile, Uruguay)
**Origin of audio streams in 2018:**
- **FRANCE:** 45,000,000 streams
- **GERMANY:** 6,850,000 streams
- **USA:** 6,245,000 streams
- **UK:** 4,370,000 streams
- **ITALY:** 4,285,000 streams
- **CANADA:** 4,225,000 streams
- **SPAIN:** 3,910,000 streams
- **BELGIUM:** 3,850,000 streams
- **SWITZERLAND:** 3,480,000 streams
- **BRAZIL:** 3,225,000 streams

**Most viewed videos (250,000,000 cumulative views):**
- **Chinese Man**
- **Taiwan MC**
- **LeYan & Skoob Le Roi**
- **Scratch Bandits Crew**
- **Baja Frequencia**
- **Youthstar**
- **2 more**

**More than 60 references**
- **22 CDs:** More than 250,000 sales
- **38 Vinyle:** More than 150,000 sales

**Tours**
- **Europe:** (UK, Belgium, Switzerland, Germany, Poland, Romania, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Greece...)
- **Asia & Oceania:** (China, India, Japan, South Korea, Thailand, Philippines, Indonesia, Hong Kong, New Caledonia...)
- **North America:** (United States, Canada, Quebec)
- **South & Central America:** (Brazil, Colombia, Mexico, Chile, Uruguay, Argentina...)

**845,000 km traveled by CMR artists:**
- **1115 Trees planted on capte.io**
- **over 1,5 million spectators**
Back in February 2019, three groups – Chinese Man, Scratch Bandits Crew and Baja Frequencia – retreated peacefully up the hills to compose together for a special anniversary. The idea: mix their diverse styles and inspirations by focusing on the spontaneity of their productions. The special occasion: the celebrations of the 15th anniversary of the label Chinese Man Records (CMR) coming up in 2020!

For the fans, the final result is coming up with the release of the album The Groove Sessions Vol. 5 which follows an exclusive live creation by these three thrilling groups. Joined by two explosive MCs - Youthstar and Miscellaneous (Chill Bump) - the artist combo reinvents and revisits the most famous tracks of the CMR label and reveals their new compositions. Mixing scratch music, trip-hop, dub and tropical rhythms.

12/03 • MARSEILLE (Le Moulin)
14/03 • CHÂTEAURENARD (Salle de l’Étoile)
18/03 • SAINT-ÉTIENNE (Le Fil)
19/03 • TOULOUSE (Le Bikini)
20/03 • PERPIGNAN (El Madiator)
21/03 • MONTPELLIER (Le Domaine d’O)
25/03 • DIJON (La Vapeur)
26/03 • LILLE (L’Aéronef)
27/03 • STRASBOURG (La Laiterie)
28/03 • LAUSANNE (Les Docks)
02/04 • LYON (Le Transbordeur)
04/04 • PARIS (Élysée Montmartre)
08/04 • ROUEN (Le 106)
09/04 • RENNES (Le Liberté)
10/04 • CENON (Le Rocher de Palmer)
11/04 • NANTES (Stéréolux)

And more to come...
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